
In today's world the Pickup Truck has become a main source of t ransportation for
personal and business applications.  With the average cost of n ew pickups starting at
over Fifty thousand dollars, it just makes sense to protect you r investment to the best
of your abilities.  REV-X Products has put together a product l ine that with the combined
use of REV-X oil additive and fuel additives we can extend the life of your engine, fuel
system and power train, while maximizing the performance and ef ficiency of your
vehicle at a price anyone can afford.

Engine

REV-X Oil Additive increases the Performance and efficiency of Gas and Diesel engines 
by eliminating friction and metal to metal contact on all internally lubricated 
components, including turbos systems. Reducing the friction level promotes a smoother 
running engine that operates with reduced internal temperatures allowing for a much 
longer service life for all engine components and lubricating fluids.

Gas = 4oz per oil change
Dsl = 8oz first oil change
4oz after first change

DSL - Extreme Duty Use!
Requires 8oz per change

Manual Transmission

REV-X Products are taking transmission lubricants to the next level by offering specific products for all styles of manual
 transmissions used on the road today. SHIFT+  ATF HD  & SHIFT HD increase the performance of any manual transmission to 

https://www.carid.com/rev-x/


new levels. SHIFT  lubricants increase lubricating properties for increased shock & stressed loads to components without failure,
reduced friction, lower operating temperatures and reduced wear on treated components for the smoothest shifts possible.
SHIFT+  ATF HD  & SHIFT HD are quickly becoming the new world standard for Manual Transmission lubricants and is a must
for any serious truck application!

Power Steering

REV-X Oil Additive is recommended for use with all power steering systems to provide 
the smoothest power steering available. REV-X Oil Additive achieves this by increasing 
the lubricating properties of the power steering fluid, which reduces friction within the 
pump and steering rack/gearbox. This in turn reduces the operating temperature of 
power steering fluid, extending the service life of all system components.

1oz treats entire system

Differential

GEAR-HD Differential Fluid is a Maximum Performance 85w-140 GL5 semi-synthetic
lubricant for heavy duty differentials. GEAR-HD offers radically increased performance
for any differential by minimizing friction and maximizing lubricant film strength to
provide an increased load capacity that no other product on the market can come close
to offering.  The shock load capability has also been increased (without increasing the
viscosity of the oil) to a level that allows gears and bearings to operate problem free
even in the most demanding environment.  
Simply put, GEAR-HD Differential Fluid provides the features that protect even the
most highly modified vehicles differentials against catastrophic failure and extreme
component wear while putting all the power to the ground as it should be. 

Transfer Case

CONNECT-HD is a Maximum Performance Transfer Case Fluid for Heavy Duty Transfer Case
applications.  With a heavily additized semi-synthetic light weight oil, CONNECT-HD provides
increased load capabilities, increased lubricant film strength, reductions in hyvo chain and gear
& bearing wear, improved Shifting, increased fluid and component life.  Both modern and late
model, electronically and manually shifted transfer cases will run cooler, last longer and perform
better with CONNECT-HD.  CONNECT-HD is the only high performance lubricant blended
specifically for high performance and heavy towing transfer case applications.
*** Directly replaces all GM Trak Transfer Case Fluids*** 

Gasoline Adrenaline

REV-X Adrenaline Gasoline Additive increases  engine performance and efficiency in all gasoline
powered vehicles. Adrenaline also eliminates the harmful effects of ethanol alcohol and provides
the cleaning power to keep the entire fuel system clean while providing trouble free operation in
any gasoline powered vehicle or equipment.  

1oz treats 25US gallons.

https://www.carid.com/oils-fluids-lubricants.html


Diesel Ultimate

REV-X Ultimate diesel fuel additive is a warm weather product in an easy to
use single application bottle, for use in all diesel powered trucks and
equipment.  Ultimate increases engine performance and fuel economy while
providing a boatload of benefits that are sure to keep you on the road and out
of the repair shop. 

8 oz treats 25 gallons.

Diesel Distance+ 
Distance+ Winter

Rev-X Diesel Fuel Additives Distance+ and Distance+ Winter were formulated to be
the top performing all in one additive package money can buy at a cost effective
price.  They increase engine performance and fuel economy by increasing the cetane
number by a minimum of 6 points and eliminate common problems such as hard
starting, lack of lubricity, poor storage life, soot buildup, Bio fallout, moisture in fuel
and much, much more.  For use in all diesel powered trucks and power equipment. 



REV-X Products understands that performance and efficiency are the  key components for the trucking
industry . With the combined use of REV -X oil and fuel additives, we will extend the life of your engi ne,
fuel system, and power train, while maximizing the performance and efficiency of your vehicle for many
years to come.

Engine

The heavy truck industry is focused on three primary functions, Performance, Economy and Reliability! REV-X Oil Additive
used in engine oil has proven to increase performance in each of these categories by returning higher fuel economy,
extended maintenance intervals, extended component life within engine and turbo systems and greatly reduced downtime
and costly repairs at a cost that anyone can afford.

*Heavy Diesel = 12 oz.
*Heavy Gas = 8 oz.

New vehicles should follow normal break in procedures before use of REV-X Oil Additive.

Manual Transmission

REV-X Products are taking transmission lubricants to the next level by offering specific products for all styles of
manual transmissions used on the road today. SHIFT+  ATF HD & SHIFT HD increase the performance of any manual
transmission to new levels. SHIFT  lubricants increase lubricating properties for increased shock & stressed loads to components
without failure, reduced friction, lower operating temperatures and reduced wear on treated components for the smoothest shifts
possible. SHIFT+  ATF HD & SHIFT HD are quickly becoming the new world standard for Manual Transmission lubricants and is a
must for any serious truck application!



Power
Steering

REV-X Oil Additive is a must have for Power Steering systems to increase the service life
of hydraulic pumps and components. Rev-X eliminates friction and high system
temperatures promoting the smoothest steering operation possible. For above and
beyond protection of all power steering system components use 1oz of Rev-X oil
additive.

2oz. Treats all Power Steering Systems.

Differential

GEAR-HD Differential Fluid is a Maximum Performance 85w-140 GL5 semi-synthetic lubricant for
heavy duty differentials. GEAR-HD offers radically increased performance for any differential by
minimizing friction and maximizing lubricant film strength to provide an increased load capacity
that no other product on the market can come close to offering.  The shock load capability has
also been increased (without increasing the viscosity of the oil) to a level that allows gears and
bearings to operate problem free even in the most demanding environment.  
Simply put, GEAR-HD Differential Fluid provides the features that protect even the most highly
modified vehicles differentials against catastrophic failure and extreme component wear while
putting all the power to the ground as it should be. 

Transfer Case

CONNECT-HD is a Maximum Performance Transfer Case Fluid for Heavy Duty Transfer Case
applications.  With a heavily additized semi-synthetic light weight oil, CONNECT-HD provides
increased load capabilities, increased lubricant film strength, reductions in hyvo chain and gear
& bearing wear, improved Shifting, increased fluid and component life.  Both modern and late
model, electronically and manually shifted transfer cases will run cooler, last longer and perform
better with CONNECT-HD.  CONNECT-HD is the only high performance lubricant blended
specifically for high performance and heavy towing transfer case applications.

Directly replaces all GM Trak Transfer Case Fluids.

Diesel - 
Distance+

Distance+ Winter

Rev-X Diesel Fuel Additives Distance+ and Distance+ Winter were formulated to be the top
performing all in one additive package money can buy at a cost effective price.  They increase
engine performance and fuel economy by increasing the cetane number by a minimum of 6 points



and eliminate common problems such as hard starting, lack of lubricity, poor storage
life, soot buildup, Bio fallout, moisture in fuel and much, much more.  For use in all
diesel powered trucks and power equipment.



REV-X Products understands that performance, protection, and ef ficiency are key to the
Automotive industry. REV-X oil and fuel additives we will exten d the life of your engine,
fuel system, and power system, while maximizing the performance  of your vehicle for
many years to come.

Engine

For maximum performance and protection of all vital engine and turbo components, add
4 oz. of REV-X Oil Additive with each oil change.

*Diesel = 4 oz. per change.
*Gas = 4 oz. per change.

New vehicles should follow normal break in procedures before starting regular use of
REV-X Oil Additive.

Manual Transmission

There is nothing harder on manual transmissions than racing! REV-X Products are taking racing lubricants to the next
level by offering specific products for all styles of manual transmissions used in racing today. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L & SHIFT H
increase the performance of any manual transmission to new levels. SHIFT  lubricants increase lubricating properties for increased
shock & stressed loads to components without failure, reduced friction, lower operating temperatures and reduced wear on treated
components for the smoothest shifts possible. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L & SHIFT H are quickly becoming the new world standard
for Manual Transmission lubricants and is a must for any serious racing application!



Power Steering

1 oz. of REV-X Oil Additive is recommended for all power steering units and provides a
reduction in steering effort and eliminates annoying power steering groaning. REV-X Oil
Additive also reduces the high temperatures of modern power steering systems while
adding extra protection to keep you problem free.

Differential

Specifically designed for the enthusiast that demands the most performance possible from their
equipment while providing unprecedented protection and durability. REV-X GEAR Delivers!

GEAR differential fluid is the highest quality, highest performance lubricant for racing
applications ever made available to the marketplace. GEAR has been formulated to
eliminate all differential related problems in the most severe and demanding racing
applications. Severe wear on gears and bearings, high operating temperatures, seal
failures and poor fluid life are all problems of the past when using GEAR differential
fluid.

Transfer Case

CONNECT is the answer to ineffective lubricants specified for Transfer Case applications.
Connect is a semi synthetic lightweight performance lubricant that increases the load capacity of
any Transfer Case for racing applications. CONNECT safely eliminates wear on bearings, gears
and hyvo chains and reduces high component and fluid operating temperatures to extend the
service life of your Transfer Case under even the most severe racing conditions.

Gasoline

REV-X Adrenaline Fuel Additive is recommended for use with all gasoline
engines and will treat up to 25 US gallons of gasoline. Adrenaline helps
eliminate ethanol related issues while increasing performance and fuel
economy. For use in all 2 and 4 stroke engines.



REV-X Products understands that performance and protection are key to the vintage
racing industry. With the combined use of REV-X oil Additive an d fuel additives, we will
extend the life of your engine, fuel system, and drive componen ts, while Maximizing the
performance of your vehicle for many years to come.

Engine

REV-X Racing Oil Additive is the competitive edge that every racer has been looking for to increase
the performance of any engine with zero downsides. Rev-X RACING Oil Additive can be used in any
racing engine application and provides heightened protection levels that previously were
unattainable at any price. Not to be confused with the original Rev-X Oil Additive, Rev-X Racing Oil
Additive delivers a much more advanced product to the High Performance and racing industry with
benefits that are tailored to the extreme abuse that today's advanced racing engines deliver. Rev-X
RACING Oil Additive was formulated for use in both wet sump and dry sump engine lubrication
systems and can be added to any High Performance Lubricant regardless of base stock or viscosity
for a lubricant that provides the maximum performance and protection that can be seen on the dyno
and felt in the seat of your pants.

Manual Transmission

There is nothing harder on manual transmissions than racing! REV-X Products are taking racing lubricants to the next level by
offering specific products for all styles of manual transmissions used in racing today. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L & SHIFT H increase
the performance of any manual transmission to new levels. SHIFT  lubricants increase lubricating properties for increased shock &
stressed loads to components without failure, reduced friction, lower operating temperatures and reduced wear on treated
components for the smoothest shifts possible. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L & SHIFT H are quickly becoming the new world standard
for Manual Transmission lubricants and is a must for any serious racing application!



Differential

Specifically designed for the enthusiast that demands the most performance possible from their equipment while
providing unprecedented protection and durability. REV-X GEAR Delivers!

GEAR differential fluid is the highest quality, highest performance lubricant for racing applications
ever made available to the marketplace. GEAR has been formulated to eliminate all differential
related problems in the most severe and demanding racing applications. Severe wear on gears
and bearings, high operating temperatures, seal failures and poor fluid life are all problems of the
past when using GEAR differential fluid.

Gasoline

REV-X Adrenaline Fuel Additive suggested for use with all gasoline engines and can treat up to 25 US gallons of
gasoline. Adrenaline helps eliminate ethanol related issues while increasing performance and fuel economy. For use in
all 2 and 4 stroke engines

Ethanol

REV-X E-Boost is formulated for use in E-85 and methanol fuels to neutralize the corrosive
aspects of alcohol while providing protection and boosting the performance of your
vehicle.



The Off-Road enthusiasts have always placed the highest demands  on their equipment.  REV-X Products
recognizes this and has developed a product lineup that address es the need for increased performance as
well as protecting all of the vital components that are severel y over stressed.  After all, you work hard to
go play and by using REV-X Products we can keep your off-road v ehicle running stronger, for a longer
period of time.  So you can enjoy it every time you fire it up for a ride!

Engine

REV-X Racing Oil Additive is the competitive edge that every racer has been looking for to increase the performance of any engine with zero
downsides. Rev-X RACING Oil Additive can be used in any racing engine application and provides heightened protection levels that previously
were unattainable at any price. Not to be confused with the original Rev-X Oil Additive, Rev-X Racing Oil Additive delivers a much more
advanced product to the High Performance and racing industry with bene�ts that are tailored to the extreme abuse that today's advanced
racing engines deliver. Rev-X RACING Oil Additive was formulated for use in both wet sump and dry sump engine lubrication systems and can
be added to any High Performance Lubricant regardless of base stock or viscosity for a lubricant that provides the maximum performance
and protection that can be seen on the dyno and felt in the seat of your pants.



Manual Transmission

There is nothing harder on manual transmissions than racing! REV-X Products are taking racing lubricants to the next level by offering specific products for all
styles of manual transmissions used in racing today. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L & SHIFT H increase the performance of any manual transmission to new
levels. SHIFT  lubricants increase lubricating properties for increased shock & stressed loads to components without failure, reduced friction, lower operating
temperatures and reduced wear on treated components for the smoothest shifts possible. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L & SHIFT H are quickly becoming the new
world standard for Manual Transmission lubricants and is a must for any serious racing application!

Differential

Speci�cally designed for the enthusiast that demands the most performance possible from their equipment while providing unprecedented protection and
durability. REV-X GEAR Delivers!

GEAR differential �uid is the highest quality, highest performance lubricant for racing applications ever made available to the marketplace.
GEAR has been formulated to eliminate all differential related problems in the most severe and demanding racing applications. Severe
wear on gears and bearings, high operating temperatures, seal failures and poor �uid life are all problems of the past when using GEAR
differential �uid.

Transfer Case 

CONNECT is the answer to ineffective lubricants speci�ed for Transfer Case applications.  Connect is a semi synthetic lightweight
performance lubricant that increases the load capacity of any Transfer Case for racing applications.  CONNECT safely eliminates wear
on bearings, gears and hyvo chains and reduces high component and �uid operating temperatures to extend the service life of your
Transfer Case under even the most severe racing conditions.



Gasoline

REV-X Adrenaline Gasoline Additive increases  engine performance and efficiency in all gasoline powered
vehicles. Adrenaline also eliminates the harmful effects of ethanol alcohol and provides the cleaning power to keep the
entire fuel system clean for trouble free operation in any gasoline powered vehicle or equipment.  

8oz treats 25US gallons.

Ethanol

REV-X Boost is formulated for use in E-85 and methanol fuels to neutralize the corrosive aspects of alcohol while providing
protection and boosting the performance of your vehicle.



At REV-X Products we understand all to well that if you can't f inish the race you will
never win anything!  With the use of our product lineup in your  drag racing program you
will see increased reliability and performance gains in all dri ve line components
allowing all the power to be utilized to do one thing - WIN RAC ES!

Engine

REV-X Racing Oil Additive is the competitive edge that every racer has been looking for to
increase the performance of any engine with zero downsides. Rev-X RACING Oil Additive can be
used in any racing engine application and provides heightened protection levels that previously
were unattainable at any price. Not to be confused with the original Rev-X Oil Additive, Rev-X
Racing Oil Additive delivers a much more advanced product to the High Performance and racing
industry with benefits that are tailored to the extreme abuse that today's advanced racing engines
deliver. Rev-X RACING Oil Additive was formulated for use in both wet sump and dry sump
engine lubrication systems and can be added to any High Performance Lubricant regardless of
base stock or viscosity for a lubricant that provides the maximum performance and protection that
can be seen on the dyno and felt in the seat of your pants.

Manual Transmission

There is nothing harder on manual transmissions than racing! REV-X Products are taking racing lubricants to the
next level by offering specific products for all styles of manual transmissions used in racing today. SHIFT+  ATF,
SHIFT L & SHIFT H increase the performance of any manual transmission to new levels. SHIFT  lubricants
increase lubricating properties for increased shock & stressed loads to components without failure, reduced friction, lower
operating temperatures and reduced wear on treated components for the smoothest shifts possible. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L &
SHIFT H are quickly becoming the new world standard for Manual Transmission lubricants and is a must for any serious racing
application!



Differential

Specifically designed for the enthusiast that demands the most performance possible from their equipment while
providing unprecedented protection and durability. REV-X GEAR Delivers!

GEAR differential fluid is the highest quality, highest performance lubricant for racing applications
ever made available to the marketplace. GEAR has been formulated to eliminate all differential
related problems in the most severe and demanding racing applications. Severe wear on gears
and bearings, high operating temperatures, seal failures and poor fluid life are all problems of the
past when using GEAR differential fluid.

Gasoline

Many Drag racers still use the higher grades of pump based gasoline for drag racing.
 The Adrenaline gasoline additive boosts the performance of any grade of pump gasoline
for increased engine performance and increased throttle response.  Together these
benefits provide quicker 60 foot times and faster ET's.  Adrenaline also eliminates any
problems with Ethanol Alcohol treated fuels such as corrosion, drying of rubber products
and shortened fuel life.  REV-X Adrenaline Fuel Additive is recommended for use with all
gasoline engines (2 and 4 stroke) and will treat up to 25 US gallons of gasoline. 

Ethanol

Do you run alcohol in your drag car?  Ever get tired of flushing the fuel system when you
are done running?  Tired of having to buy special, treated fuel system components?  E-
Boost Alcohol Additive is formulated for use with E-85 and methanol fuels to ELIMINATE
the corrosive aspects of alcohol as well as providing a performance boost that allows for
better starting and running engines.  E-Boost has also been reported to produce better
ET's and more consistent runs.

8oz treats 25gal of alcohol



As riders and racers here at REV-X Products, we understand that  the printed promises
of increased engine performance and greater protection are rare ly met by the products
being offered!  Well, Get ready for something NEW!  Performance  Products that will
prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that REV-X Products is very se rious about making
your ride perform in a higher performance category, while increasing the reliability to
levels that are above and beyond even your expectations.  

Engine

Rev-X Oil Additive is simply mandatory for any air cooled V-Twin engine. The most
immediate benefit that is realized are the increases in power and torque! Rev-X Oil
Additive has proven time and time again to eliminate friction within engines to such a
large degree that it's easy to see the increase on Dyno's with back to back runs. While
increasing Horsepower and torque is great there are other factors that make Rev-X Oil
Additive such a great addition to these engines, such as delivering a much smoother
running engine, greatly reduced engine operating temperatures (most notably on the
rear cylinder and head were it is needed most, especially in warm climates!) and the
ability to deliver above and beyond lubrication to all internally lubricated components for
trouble free operation for years. Regardless of how hard you like to ride, Rev-X is there
to increase the performance and protect your ride like you've never experienced before.
4oz Treats one Engine

Manual Transmission

There is nothing harder on manual transmissions than racing! REV-X Products are taking racing lubricants to the next level by
offering specific products for all styles of manual transmissions used in racing today. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L & SHIFT H increase
the performance of any manual transmission to new levels. SHIFT  lubricants increase lubricating properties for increased shock &



stressed loads to components without failure, reduced friction, lower operating temperatures and reduced wear on treated
components for the smoothest shifts possible. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L & SHIFT H are quickly becoming the new world standard
for Manual Transmission lubricants and is a must for any serious racing application!

Gasoline

If you've been looking for a fuel additive that will give your bike an increase in
performance that you can feel as well and that has cleaning properties to keep the entire
fuel system and engine free of gum, varnish and carbon deposits, your search is over!
 Adrenaline provides these benefits and many more.  Adrenaline also eliminates ethanol
related issues while increasing performance and fuel economy.  If you need a product
with more cleaning power Adrenaline/ Marine provides the strongest cleaning agents to
rapidly clean all fuel system components of gum and varnish for maximum performance
within one tank of fuel.  Both products keep fuel fresh in stored conditions up to a full
year in even the worst conditions.

Adrenaline 8oz Treats 25 Gal
Adr/Marine 8oz Treats 100Gal



Today's motorcycles are bringing performance to a whole new lev el, whether it is an
american V-Twin or one of the many import motorcycles on the ma rket today. At REV-X
Products, we understand exactly what it takes to keep the engin e and transmission
running like new. Improving performance, efficiency, and protec ting the vital parts that
keep your bike running just the way it's supposed to. like new!

Engine

For maximum performance and protection of all vital engine and turbo components, add
3 oz. of REV-X Oil Additive with each oil change.

Manual Transmission

There is nothing harder on manual transmissions than racing! REV-X Products are taking racing lubricants to the next
level by offering specific products for all styles of manual transmissions used in racing today. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L
& SHIFT H increase the performance of any manual transmission to new levels. SHIFT  lubricants increase
lubricating properties for increased shock & stressed loads to components without failure, reduced friction, lower
operating temperatures and reduced wear on treated components for the smoothest shifts possible. SHIFT+  ATF,
SHIFT L & SHIFT H are quickly becoming the new world standard for Manual Transmission lubricants and is a must
for any serious racing application!



Gasoline

REV-X Adrenaline Fuel Additive is recommended for use with all gasoline engines and
will treat up to 25 US gallons of gasoline. Adrenaline helps eliminate ethanol related
issues while increasing performance and fuel economy. For use in all 2 and 4 stroke
engines.

Ethanol

REV-X E-Boost is formulated for use in E-85 and methanol fuels to neutralize
the corrosive aspects of alcohol while providing protection and boosting the
performance of your vehicle.



There is nothing better than getting on the open road for some relaxing

summer fun in the motorhome.  After all, You've planned far eno ugh ahead

to eliminate the possibility of any unforeseen problems getting  in the way

of your time away!  Or did you?  Nobody likes having problems w hen your

on a vacation or weekend getaway.  REV-X Products can help to m inimize

the avoidable problems with your vehicle with our fuel and oil additives

product line up.  So you can get back to the enjoyment of relax ing on your

time off.

Engine

Today's RV engines and related components are stressed to the max! REV-X Oil Additive
adds the performance and protection to increase pulling power and economy while
reducing engine temperatures. REV-X Oil Additive also lubricates turbo chargers for
greatly increased performance and provides the protection that other lubricants can only
dream of. REV-X Oil Additive is famous the world over for extending component and
fluid service life and eliminating costly repairs and downtime so you can enjoy your time
off worry free.
For use in both Gas and Diesel engines.

Use 8 oz. per Gas engine
Use 8-12 oz. per Diesel engine



Manual Transmission

There is nothing harder on manual transmissions than racing! REV-X Products are taking racing lubricants to the next level by
offering specific products for all styles of manual transmissions used in racing today. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L & SHIFT H increase
the performance of any manual transmission to new levels. SHIFT  lubricants increase lubricating properties for increased shock &
stressed loads to components without failure, reduced friction, lower operating temperatures and reduced wear on treated
components for the smoothest shifts possible. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L & SHIFT H are quickly becoming the new world standard
for Manual Transmission lubricants and is a must for any serious racing application!

Power Steering

REV-X Oil Additive added to the power steering system provides the smoothest power
steering operation possible at a price anyone can afford. REV-X Oil Additive also reduces
the extreme temperatures within power steering systems by reducing the friction within
the power steering pump, prolonging pump life. REV-X also has seal softening agents
that keep hoses and seals soft and pliable. These benefits and more combine to increase
fluid and component service life, eliminating costly repairs and downtime.

2 oz. treats most systems.

Differential

Specifically designed for the enthusiast that demands the most performance possible from their equipment while
providing unprecedented protection and durability. REV-X GEAR Delivers!

GEAR differential fluid is the highest quality, highest performance lubricant for racing applications
ever made available to the marketplace. GEAR has been formulated to eliminate all differential
related problems in the most severe and demanding racing applications. Severe wear on gears
and bearings, high operating temperatures, seal failures and poor fluid life are all problems of the
past when using GEAR differential fluid.

Generator

Generators in RV's are sometimes the only power source available to keep
the necessary components in operation.  When generators are left for long periods of
time the fuel will degrade to an unusable state, and in some situations can cause
damage to the fuel systems.  Whether your generator is Diesel or Gasoline powered,
Rev-X Products has the perfect product to keep your generator running trouble free year
round.  
For Diesel Generators use Distance+, or Ultimate

For Gasoline powered Generators use Adrenaline
**For Rapid Cleaning of Gum & Varnish use Adr/Marine**

Diesel



The Distance Diesel Fuel Additives increase engine performance and fuel economy in all diesel engines.  However,
Distance Additives also eliminate ALL of the problems that are associated with Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel fuels,
boosting reliability for all fuel system components and extending the useful life of diesel fuel for up to a full year.
 Some immediate benefits of Distance Fuel Additives  are smoother idling and running engines, greatly reduced
exhaust smoke, increased fuel economy and higher top speeds.  So, If you are interested in decreased repairs,
increased performance and increased fuel efficiency for your investment - REV-X Products has you covered! 

Gasoline
REV-X Adrenaline and Adrenaline/Marine Gasoline Additive increases the

performance of all pump gasoline while eliminating harmful problems associated with
Ethanol Alcohol.  Adrenaline provides increased fuel performance and trouble free
running for all fuel systems in proper running order.  Adrenaline/ Marine provides
increased fuel performance for optimum performance and eliminates all harmful aspects
of Ethanol treated gasoline.  Adrenaline/ Marine also provides the strongest cleaning
agents to rapidly clean all fuel system components of gum and varnish for maximum
performance within one tank of fuel.  Both products keep fuel fresh in stored conditions
up to a full year in even the worst conditions.

Adrenaline 8oz Treats 25 Gal
Ad/Marine 8oz Treats 100Gal



REV-X Products recognizes the investment that all ATV/UTV owner s have made, and
with the combined use of REV-X Oil and Fuel Additives, we will extend the life of your
engine, fuel system, and power system, while maximizing the per formance of your
vehicle for many years to come.

Engine

Protection: 4 oz. of REV-X Oil Additive will protect all of the performance of your engine,
increasing performance, efficiency, and the protection of your engine oil.

Manual Transmission

There is nothing harder on manual transmissions than racing! REV-X Products are taking racing lubricants to the next
level by offering specific products for all styles of manual transmissions used in racing today. SHIFT+  ATF, SHIFT L
& SHIFT H increase the performance of any manual transmission to new levels. SHIFT  lubricants increase
lubricating properties for increased shock & stressed loads to components without failure, reduced friction, lower
operating temperatures and reduced wear on treated components for the smoothest shifts possible. SHIFT+  ATF,
SHIFT L & SHIFT H are quickly becoming the new world standard for Manual Transmission lubricants and is a must
for any serious racing application!



Power Steering

1 oz. of REV-X Oil Additive is recommended for use with power steering units and
provides an extra layer of protection and lubricity.

Differential

Specifically designed for the enthusiast that demands the most performance possible from their
equipment while providing unprecedented protection and durability. REV-X GEAR Delivers!

GEAR differential fluid is the highest quality, highest performance lubricant for racing
applications ever made available to the marketplace. GEAR has been formulated to
eliminate all differential related problems in the most severe and demanding racing
applications. Severe wear on gears and bearings, high operating temperatures, seal
failures and poor fluid life are all problems of the past when using GEAR differential
fluid.

Transfer Case

CONNECT is the answer to ineffective lubricants specified for Transfer Case applications.
Connect is a semi synthetic lightweight performance lubricant that increases the load capacity of
any Transfer Case for racing applications. CONNECT safely eliminates wear on bearings, gears
and hyvo chains and reduces high component and fluid operating temperatures to extend the
service life of your Transfer Case under even the most severe racing conditions.

Gasoline

Bringing the power back to your fuel. Adrenaline Gasoline Additive will do
just that!  Increasing performance, cleaning your fuel system and keeping
it clean.  Also stopping the ethanol related issues in their tracks, resulting
in a more powerful fuel and increasing storage life up to six months.  One
8 oz. bottle treats 25 US gallons.



REV-X Products understands that performance, protection and eff iciency are key to the
snowmobile industry. With the combined use of REV-X oil and fue l additives we will
extend the life of your engine, fuel system, and power system, while maximizing the
performance of your snowmobile for many years to come.

4 Stroke Engine

For maximum performance and protection of all vital engine and turbo components, add
2-3 oz. of REV-X Oil Additive with each oil change.

Chaincase

2 oz. of REV-X Oil Additive is recommended for use in the chaincase. REV-X Oil
Additive will help add an extra layer of protection while increasing lubricity of
the gears.

Gasoline

REV-X Adrenaline Fuel Additive is recommended for use with all gasoline engines and will treat up
to 25 US gallons of gasoline. Adrenaline helps eliminate ethanol related issues while increasing
performance and fuel economy. For use in all 2 and 4 stroke engines.



REV-X Products understands that performance, protection, and ef ficiency are key to the
lawn and garden industry. With the combined use of REV-X oil an d fuel additives, we
will extend the life of your engine, fuel system, and power sys tem, while maximizing
the performance of your equipment for many years to come.

4 Stroke Engine

For maximum performance and protection of all vital engine and turbo components, add
2-3 oz. of REV-X Oil Additive with each oil change.

Chaincase

2 oz. of REV-X Oil Additive is recommended for use in the chaincase. REV-X Oil
Additive will help add an extra layer of protection while increasing the lubricity
of the gears.

Gasoline

REV-X Adrenaline Fuel Additive is recommended for use with all gasoline engines and will treat up
to 25 US gallons of gasoline. Adrenaline helps eliminate ethanol related issues while increasing
performance and fuel economy. For use in all 2 and 4 stroke engines.



REV-X Products understands that performance and efficiency are key to the heavy
equipment industry. With the combined use of REV-X oil and fuel  additives, we will
extend the life of your engine, fuel system, and power system, while maximizing the
performance of your equipment for many years to come.

Engine

For maximum performance of all vital engine and turbo components, add 12 oz. of REV-
X Oil Additive with each oil change.

Manual Transmission

REV-X Products are taking transmission lubricants to the next level by offering specific products for all styles of
manual transmissions used on the road today. SHIFT+  ATF HD & SHIFT HD increase the performance of any
manual transmission to new levels. SHIFT  lubricants increase lubricating properties for increased shock & stressed
loads to components without failure, reduced friction, lower operating temperatures and reduced wear on treated
components for the smoothest shifts possible. SHIFT+  ATF HD & SHIFT HD are quickly becoming the new world
standard for Manual Transmission lubricants and is a must for any serious truck application!

Power /Hydraulic Steering



1 oz. of REV-X Oil Additive is recommended for use with power/hydraulic steering units.

Differential

GEAR-HD Differential Fluid is a Maximum Performance 85w-140 GL5 semi-synthetic
lubricant for heavy duty differentials. GEAR-HD offers radically increased performance
for any differential by minimizing friction and maximizing lubricant film strength to
provide an increased load capacity that no other product on the market can come close
to offering.  The shock load capability has also been increased (without increasing the
viscosity of the oil) to a level that allows gears and bearings to operate problem free
even in the most demanding environment.  
Simply put, GEAR-HD Differential Fluid provides the features that protect even the
most highly modified vehicles differentials against catastrophic failure and extreme
component wear while putting all the power to the ground as it should be. 

Transfer Case

CONNECT-HD is a Maximum Performance Transfer Case Fluid for Heavy Duty Transfer Case
applications.  With a heavily additized semi-synthetic light weight oil, CONNECT-HD provides
increased load capabilities, increased lubricant film strength, reductions in hyvo chain and gear
& bearing wear, improved Shifting, increased fluid and component life.  Both modern and late
model, electronically and manually shifted transfer cases will run cooler, last longer and perform
better with CONNECT-HD.  CONNECT-HD is the only high performance lubricant blended
specifically for high performance and heavy towing transfer case applications.
*** Directly replaces all GM Trak Transfer Case Fluids*** 

Diesel

REV-X Distance+ & Distance+ Winter is recommended for use for all diesel engines.
Distance+ & Distance+ Winter will increase performance and fuel economy while
eliminating common problems like lack of lubricity and poor storage life.

Hydraulic Systems

REV-X Oil Additive is recommended for use with all hydraulic systems. REV-
X Oil Additive will help reduce heat due to friction and also contains
a compound to provide better sealing protection.



REV-X Oil Additive reduces and increases wear resistance for pi ston rods, valves,
pistons, rings, crankshafts on reciprocating piston compressors  by increasing the
lubricity of the oils protection layer. In addition, REV-X Oil' s detergent package will
reduce slugging and cleanup existing slugging problems. Our sea l -softening package
will help seals from becoming brittle, therefor eliminating fai lures due to cracking and
deforming.

By reducing metal to metal wear, REV- X Oil Additive will reduc e harmful metal to metal
fragments form your compressor therefor increasing the compress ors useful life and
lower repair and maintenance cost. The compressors efficiency w ill increase by building
and holding air pressure longer and it will do so with less ene rgy consumption.

Problems associated with high humidity and outside exposure/fie ld, service
applications are reduced to the REV-X Oil's ability to fill the  pours of the metal and
provide a protective barrier that is absorbed on into the metal , not just coating it. This
barrier will reduce corrosion and keep metal parts lubricated o n dry starts.

Engine/Crank Case

Rev-X High Performance Oil Additive brings new life and reliability to all air compressors
that use a oil to lubricate and cool the compressor. Not only is Rev-X going to reduce the
amount of friction within the pump itself, it is also going to promote a much cooler
running pump assembly. By achieving these aspects Rev-X High Performance Oil
Additive is going to increase the service life of of all lubricated components including
crankshaft, connecting rods, pistons, valves and seals. With the addition of Rev-X High
Performance Oil Additive you will see greatly reduced failures on high load components
which translates to reduced down time and elimination of expensive repairs.

Gasoline



For gasoline driven compressors, REV-X Adrenaline treatment is a must for keeping your
equipment safe from the negative aspects of today's ethanol additized gasoline. The
additive packages in Adrenaline eliminate all ethanol related issues while increasing the
fuels performance to make your compressor or gasoline powered equipment perform the
way they were intended to, Problem free!  Adrenaline Gasoline Additive also contains the
most powerful off the shelf formulation to eliminate the formation of gum and varnish
deposits that build up in fuel system components over time.  Adrenaline also protects all
of your gasoline powered equipment when not in use by keeping gasoline fresh for
better than a year.   

Diesel

For diesel driven compressors, REV-X Ultimate, Distance+, Distance + Winter fuel additives are necessary
to keep your diesel power systems running smoothly in all conditions by eliminating USLD and BIO issues,
fuel storage and gelling problems, while increasing performance and efficiency.



REV -X Products recognizes the incredible investment that heavy equipment owners have made.
With the use of REV-X Products, we will extend the life of your engine, hydraulic system. and
fuel system, while maximizing the performance for many years to come.

Engine

For Maximum performance and protection of all vital engine components, use 8 oz. of
REV-X Oil Additive.

Hydraulic Systems

REV-X Oil Additive is recommended for use with all hydraulic systems, and
helps extend the life of these components, reduce wear and heat while
extending fluid life. Use 4 oz. REV-X Oil Additive per 24 gallons of hydraulic
fluid.



REV-X Products recognizes the enormous investment that all yach t owners have made.
 With the use of REV-X Products, we will extended the life of t he engines, drive systems
and power systems, while maximizing performance and efficiency for many years to
come.

Engine

REV-X Oil Additive brings a new level of Lubrication to the Yachting industry that allows our vessel to be ready to go
mechanically any time you need, instead of being on the list for repairs that keep you from being able to enjoy your
investment. REV-X also increases the Performance and efficiency of all Gas and Diesel engines to levels that can be
easily seen and felt by even the most discriminating customer, such as smoother and quieter running engines, more
power and cooler running temperatures. More importantly is the level of protection that REV-X Oil Additive provides to
power plants and turbo systems, ensuring the highest level of reliability for all treated components that eliminates
lubrication related failures making sure that when you finally do get time to get away you can relax without worry.
12oz Treats all Large Diesel Engines
8oz Treats all Large Gasolines Engines

Drive System



DRIVE-H (H or Heavyweight) is the CURE for the lubrication related failures in high performance outdrives.
DRIVE-H is a Heavily additized 80w-90 GL-5 semi-synthetic lubricant that provides high performance outdrives
benefits that just were not available in previous lubricants. The focus of Drive-H was to provide the
ultimate protection by eliminating metal to metal wear on gears, bearings and shifting components in
racing applications where high loads and heavy abuse is the norm. DRIVE-H provides the highest
increases in load capacity and shock load protection of any heavyweight outdrive lubricant currently
available. DRIVE-H also reduces the operating temperatures of the entire outdrive to provide
increased service life of all lubricated components seals and lubricating fluid. Whether you are running
mildly upgraded power to a stock drive or huge power to a full racing drive, DRIVE-H outdrive fluid will provide all
outdrives with the maximum lubrication possible to eliminate the expensive failures that have become so
common.

For use in all OEM and aftermarket drives that call for a GL-4, GL-5, 80w+ lubricating fluid.

Hydraulic Steering and Hydraulic Systems

Rev-X Oil Additive brings new life to Hydraulic systems in the form of greatly increased
lubrication properties. With increased lubrication, reduced fluid and component
temperatures are realized throughout the entire hydraulic system promoting extended
life for lubricating fluid, steel, rubber and plastic components ensuring smoother
operation and increased reliability to keep your investment running trouble free.

4oz of REV-X treats 12 Gallons of Hydraulic Fluid

Diesel

Rev-X Distance Diesel Fuel Additives were formulated to be the top performing all in one additive package money can
buy at a cost effective price. The Distance Additives increase engine performance and fuel economy in all diesel
engines. However, Distance Additives also eliminate ALL of the problems that are associated with Ultra Low Sulfur
Diesel boosting reliability for all fuel system components and extending the useful life of diesel fuel for up to a full
year. Some of the immediate benefits the Distance Fuel Additives provide are smoother idling and running engines,
greatly reduced exhaust smoke, increased fuel economy and higher top speeds. So, If you are interested in decreased
repairs, increased performance and increased fuel efficiency for your investment - REV-X Products has you covered
with the Distance Diesel Fuel products.
1oz Treats 25gallons

Gasoline

REV-X Adrenaline Marine Additive increases the performance and eliminates the
problems of all pump/marine gasoline. Adrenaline Marine's formulation eliminates all
issues created by ethanol treated gasoline such as, corrosion of soft metal components,
degrading of rubber components, rapid deterioration of fuel that is stored, rapid
formation of gum and varnish with in fuel system.  Adrenaline Marine has the strongest
cleaning properties to restore gummed or varnished fuel systems to like new condition
with in one tank of fuel and keeps fuel fresh when stored for up to a year.  Adrenaline
Marine is a must to keep all runabouts and safety boats in top condition year round.
For all 2 and 4 stroke engines

8oz Treats 100 Gallons of Gas



REV-X Products understands that performance, protection, and ef ficiency are key to the
personal watercraft industry. With the combined use of REV-X oi l and fuel additives, we
will extend the life of your engine, fuel system, and power sys tem, while maximizing
the performance of you watercraft for many years to come.

Engine

Rev X Oil Additive is the ultimate in protection for any Four Stroke personal watercraft
engine. Once again, the goal is reducing friction within the engine so that all rotating
components can move in an uninterrupted fashion that reduces wear and tear on your
expensive engine. With the reduction in friction you will also have much quicker throttle
response, many people have reported reduced times from start to top speed as well! Get
Rev X Oil Additive in your engine for greatly increased performance and protection so
you can stay away from the costly repairs and enjoy your time on the water.

4oz Treats One Engine

Pump Housing

Today's personal watercraft make more power than ever before and that puts more
stress on Pump housing components that if left unchecked can cause severe damage.
Jet Drive Pump Housings have never held a tremendous amount of lubricant and
because of the high loads placed upon them, Rev X Oil Additive is the solution to
extending the service life of all bearings and seals. Rev X Oil Additive also promotes
reduced drag within the pump itself allowing all the power to shine through in eye
watering acceleration every time you grab the throttle.



1oz Treats any Pump Assy

Gasoline

REV-X Adrenaline and Adrenaline/Marine Gasoline Additive increases the
performance of all marine gasoline and eliminates the harmful problems
associated with Ethanol Alcohol.  Adrenaline provides increased fuel
performance and trouble free running for all fuel systems in proper running
order.  Adrenaline/ Marine provides increased fuel performance for optimum
performance and eliminates all harmful aspects of Ethanol treated gasoline.
 Adrenaline/ Marine also provides the strongest cleaning agents to rapidly
clean all fuel system components of gum and varnish for maximum
performance within one tank of fuel.  Both products keep fuel fresh in stored
conditions up to a full year in even the worst conditions.

Adrenaline 8oz Treats 25 Gal
Ad/Marine 8oz Treats 100Gal



You have already invested your time and money into a boat that you expect to work
when you need it.  The last thing you want to think about is th e cost of repairs due to
engine or drive system issues.  REV-X offers the marine industr y products that increase
performance, and efficiency as well as eliminating problems ass ociated with ethanol
enhanced fuels for trouble free running on any size boat.

Engine

It is no secret that pleasure boats engines are subjected to some of the highest loads in
the boating world. Whether you are cruising with a full load of happy boaters like
yourself or pulling 4 tubes at a time, REV-X Oil Additive adds performance you can feel
as well as the protection your engine needs to perform at its best day in and day out.
REV-X Oil Additive eliminates the friction within your engine that causes high
temperatures and wear and tear on high load components, releasing additional
performance as well as providing protection for all lubricated components. REV-X Oil
Additive is the key product at a cost effective price to safeguard your boat from
expensive repairs regardless of how hard you play on the water.

4oz of REV-X Treats One Engine.

Out Drive 

DRIVE-L greatly increases the performance of outdrives by increasing the lubricating properties for increased
load capabilities, increased shock load and reduction of friction.  DRIVE-L eliminates wear on gears, bearings
and shifting components to providing extended service life of the entire drive.  Reduced operating temperatures
are also a large benefit that extends the service life of both lubricating fluid and seal life.  Whether you are
running upgraded power to your drive or are just looking for the best lubricant available, DRIVE-L is the only



lightweight lubricant available that can provide serious increases in performance and provide
maximum protection to eliminate failures.

DRIVE-L can be used for all OEM applications that call for lightweight or engine oil lubricants.

Hydraulic Steering

Rev-X Oil Additive brings new life to Hydraulic Steering Systems with
greatly increased lubricating properties. By increasing lubrication, reduced
fluid and component temperatures are realized throughout the entire
steering system promoting much smoother steering operation and
extended life for all lubricating fluid, steel, rubber and plastic components
ensuring increased reliability to keep your boat running trouble free for
years to come.

1oz of REV-X Treats Most Power Steering Systems.

Diesel

Rev-X Distance Diesel Fuel Additives were formulated to be the top performing all in one additive package
money can buy at a cost effective price. The Distance Additives increase engine performance and fuel
economy in all diesel engines. However, Distance Additives also eliminate ALL of the problems that are
associated with Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel boosting reliability for all fuel system components and extending
the useful life of diesel fuel for up to a full year. Some of the immediate benefits the Distance Fuel
Additives provide are smoother idling and running engines, greatly reduced exhaust smoke, increased fuel
economy and higher top speeds.

1oz Treats 25gallons

Gasoline

REV-X Adrenaline and Adrenaline/Marine Gasoline Additive increases the performance of all
marine gasoline and eliminates the harmful problems associated with Ethanol Alcohol.  Adrenaline
provides increased fuel performance and trouble free running for all fuel systems in proper
running order.  Adrenaline/ Marine provides increased fuel performance for optimum performance
and eliminates all harmful aspects of Ethanol treated gasoline.  Adrenaline/ Marine also provides
the strongest cleaning agents to rapidly clean all fuel system components of gum and varnish for
maximum performance within one tank of fuel.  Both products keep fuel fresh in stored conditions
up to a full year in even the worst conditions.

Adrenaline 8oz Treats 25 Gal
Ad/Marine 8oz Treats 100Gal



The cost to run a high horsepower powerboat has never been inex pensive!  However,
the cost to repair the engines and drives has rendered a great deal of powerboats to be
dry docked permanently.  REV-X Products offers the High Perform ance marine industry
products that increase performance and eliminate wear in high l oad situations as well
as eliminating problems associated with ethanol enhanced fuels for trouble free running
on any size boat.

Engine

Pure and simple! REV-X Oil Additive was made for the high RPM, high load applications that the high performance
boats apply to their engines. REV-X Oil Additive is the only product available that ramps up in performance to reduce
friction and thermal temperatures, providing unmatched protection for even the most highly stressed components
when engines are pushed to the max. So, if you are interested in releasing horsepower and torque that's commonly
restricted, simply add REV-X oil Additive. There is nothing available that offers the performance increase or
component protection that REV-X Oil Additive can for the high performance marine industry!

8oz Treats One High Performance Engine



Drive System

DRIVE-L greatly increases the performance of outdrives by increasing the lubricating properties
for increased load capabilities, increased shock load and reduction of friction.  DRIVE-L
eliminates wear on gears, bearings and shifting components to providing extended service life of
the entire drive.  Reduced operating temperatures are also a large benefit that extends the
service life of both lubricating fluid and seal life.  Whether you are running upgraded power to
your drive or are just looking for the best lubricant available, DRIVE-L is the only lightweight
lubricant available that can provide serious increases in performance and provide maximum
protection to eliminate failures.
DRIVE-L can be used for all OEM applications that call for lightweight or engine oil lubricants.

Power Trim/Hydraulic Steering

Rev-X Oil Additive brings new life to all Hydraulic Steering and Trim Systems with
greatly increased lubricating properties. By increasing lubrication, reduced fluid and
component temperatures are realized throughout all hydraulic systems promoting much
smoother operation and extended service life for all lubricating fluids and steel, rubber
and plastic components to keep your boat running trouble free for years to come.

1oz Treats Power Trim System
1oz of REV-X Treats Most Power Steering Systems.

Diesel

Rev-X Distance Diesel Fuel Additives were formulated to be the top performing all in one additive package money can
buy at a cost effective price. The Distance Additives increase engine performance and fuel economy in all diesel
engines. However, Distance Additives also eliminate ALL of the problems that are associated with Ultra Low Sulfur
Diesel boosting reliability for all fuel system components and extending the useful life of diesel fuel for up to a full
year. Some of the immediate benefits the Distance Fuel Additives provide are smoother idling and running engines,
greatly reduced exhaust smoke, increased fuel economy and higher top speeds. So, If you are interested in decreased
repairs, increased performance and increased fuel efficiency for your investment - REV-X Products has you covered
with the Distance Diesel Fuel products.
1oz Treats 25gallons

Gasoline

REV-X Adrenaline and Adrenaline/Marine Gasoline Additive increases the performance of
all marine gasoline and eliminates the harmful problems associated with Ethanol Alcohol.
 Adrenaline provides increased fuel performance and trouble free running for all fuel
systems in proper running order.  Adrenaline/ Marine provides increased fuel
performance for optimum performance and eliminates all harmful aspects of Ethanol
treated gasoline.  Adrenaline/ Marine also provides the strongest cleaning agents to
rapidly clean all fuel system components of gum and varnish for maximum performance
within one tank of fuel.  Both products keep fuel fresh in stored conditions up to a full
year in even the worst conditions.

Adrenaline 8oz Treats 25 Gal
 Ad/Marine 8oz Treats 100Gal  



When you finally have the time to go fishing, there is nothing worse then having a
broken boat.  The expense is one problem, however, the let down  is another.  REV-X Oil
& Fuel Additives have been developed to keep your boating exper iences problem free
from issues that are common in the marine industry today.

Engine

Rev X Oil Additive is the ultimate in protection for any Four Stroke outboard engine.
Once again, the goal is reducing friction within the engine so that all rotating
components can move in an uninterrupted fashion that reduces wear and tear on your
expensive engine as well as cooler operating temperatures. With the reduction in friction
you will also have improved acceleration allowing you to beat the other guys to your
fishing hole. Get Rev X Oil Additive in your engine for greatly increased performance and
protection so you can stay away from the costly repairs and enjoy your time on the
water.
2oz treats engines up to 90hp
4oz treats engines 100hp+

Lower Unit

DRIVE-L greatly increases the performance of outdrives by increasing the lubricating
properties for increased load capabilities, increased shock load and reduction of friction.
 DRIVE-L eliminates wear on gears, bearings and shifting components to providing extended
service life of the entire drive.  Reduced operating temperatures are also a large benefit that
extends the service life of both lubricating fluid and seal life.  Whether you are running
upgraded power to your drive or are just looking for the best lubricant available, DRIVE-L is
the only lightweight lubricant available that can provide serious increases in performance and
provide maximum protection to eliminate failures.



DRIVE-L can be used for all OEM applications that call for lightweight or engine oil lubricants.

Power Trim/
Hydraulic Steering

Rev-X Oil Additive brings new life to Hydraulic Systems with greatly
increased lubricating properties. By increasing lubrication, reduced fluid
and component temperatures are realized, promoting much smoother
steering operation and extended service life for all lubricating fluids and
steel, rubber and plastic components ensuring increased reliability to
keep your boat running trouble free for years to come.

1oz Treats Power Trim
1oz Treats Power Steering

Gasoline

REV-X Adrenaline and Adrenaline/Marine Gasoline Additive increases the performance of
all marine gasoline and eliminates the harmful problems associated with Ethanol Alcohol.
 Adrenaline provides increased fuel performance and trouble free running for all fuel
systems in proper running order.  Adrenaline/ Marine provides increased fuel
performance for optimum performance and eliminates all harmful aspects of Ethanol
treated gasoline, while also providing the strongest cleaning agents to rapidly clean all
fuel system components of gum and varnish for maximum performance within one tank
of fuel.  
8oz of Adr Treats 25gals
8oz of Adr/Mar Treats 100gals




